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This demo will step through each capability of the SGREL Scoring Web Application platform 
and, along the way, show how to: create an institution and users, establish a rubric and an item 
type to score; define in detail a scoring rubric; and load, score and report on item responses. 
 
In these examples the item will be a critical thinking question and the rubric will be a two-factor 
scoring metric based on the recognition of a proper claim and the citation of relevant evidence (as 
defined by the item author),  In another scenario documented separately, the institution and 
group is an automobile dealership group, the items to score are inbound sales calls automatically 
recorded by their infrastructure, and the calls will be scored by a simple metric used to train and 
coach sales representatives. 
 
This demo will be operational at http://CogWrite.ai; the car dealer / sales call scoring demo is 
available at http://CharmScience.ai and is available for review upon request and with the 
permission of the client. 
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II. Users and Groups: Organization of Data on this Platform 
 
As a platform solution, the SGREL Scoring Web Application (SSWAP) expects and supports 
different institutional groups of users to share use of the platform while isolating each user group’s 
data from the other user groups. 
 
Within each user group organization, the SSWAP allows any number of separate user accounts, 
each of which can be assigned one or more roles within the applications. Available roles for 
institutional users include Regular User, who can upload artifacts to score, score them, and 
generate score reports of various kinds. In addition, regular platform users can create and edit    
 
The SGREL scoring platform organizes users and data by customer or group, and isolates data 
from access by users of one group to data of another group. 
 
To begin our demonstration (hereinafter “demo”), we will create a new group and add a user to 
that group. This user account will be used for the remainder of this demo. 
 

A. Log In 
 
Logging into the platform a platform level, not only a group level admin, the menu below is 
shown with the choice to create a new group. 
 
The home page for the platform at CogWrite.ai is here: 
 

 
Figure II-1 SGREL Scoring Web App Landing Page 
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The log-in page is shown below. 
 

 
Figure II-2  Log-In Page 
 

B. Groups 
Logging in and selecting Groups --> Manage Groups shows the manage groups page: 
 

 
Figure II-3 Manage Groups Page 
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This page allows groups to be edited, disabled or deleted. To add a new group, we use the Group 
-> Add Group menu choice, which presents the add group page, as shown below. 
 

 
Figure II-4 Add User Group Page 
 
The first group attribute choice will allow the new group to be enabled / disabled (disable will 
prevent log-ins from group users); the can be changed as by the platform admin as shown on the 
page for managing groups above. The second option insures that score reports list all item 
response lines below each item response score information on every scoring report.  If not set, 
some reports may only list portions of answers for which credit was awarded. 
 

C. Users 
 
Next we will add a user to this group, as shown the add user page below.  This page is used to 
establish the following user attributes: 
 

• User name.  No spaces, start with a letter. Make them unique. 
• Password.  Any value allowed. 
• Repeat. To insure password entered correctly. 
• User full name.  Documentation. 
• Group id:name:  This is a drop down list that contains the available groups. 
• Enabled: toggle switch that can disable or enable log-ins for users in the group. 
• Demo:  This role prevents this user from any update activity; other roles can limit which 

menus are available. 
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• Group Admin: This role gives this user special access to some functions -- editing common 
TRE sub-expressions for use in rubrics, for example. In future could be used to allow 
managing the groups own’ users. 

• Admin:  This role allows this user to check the server status or see server log files. 
• Super Admin: This role enables platform administration functions, like creating new 

groups. 
 

1. Add User 
 

 
Figure II-5 Add User Page 
 
Web application pages for a) managing users, b) deleting users and c) editing user information are 
shown in the following three pages.  Note pending information is highlighted -- red for delete, 
blue for changes.  No changes are actually made until the “save changes” button is clicked; 
reloading the page will throw away a pending change.  These UI conventions are used across all 
of the SGREL Web App pages. 
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2. Manage Users 
 
Note  red button for delete, editable fields can be effected directly (change text, switch button 
position, select drop-down menu choice). 

 
Figure II-6 Manage Users Page 
 
Note “save changes” not yet enabled and no pending changes (zero to update or remove in 
heading). 

3. Delete User 
 

 
Figure II-7 Delete User Page 
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Clicking red button highlights pending delete row; message at top of page shows 1 pending 
removal. Save Changes button is enabled. 
 

4. Edit User Information 
 

 
Figure II-8 Manage Users Page 
 
Note pending update rows are blue.  Count of updated rows in heading, save changes button 
enabled. Reload page to discard changes. 
 

III. Administration 
 
All users with the Admin role have access to the Server status page, which shows the current state 
of the SGREL web app platform, and whether scoring services are available.  During periods of 
significant editing for scoring rules or other administrative activity, a user organization may want 
to prevent scoring by regular users until scoring rule or other updates are complete.   
 
This page also provides information about the current state of the platform.  The server status 
page is shown below. The switch next to “Processing status” can be used to disable scoring. 
 
The following page shows log entries also available to admin users. 
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A. Server Status page 
 

 
Figure III-1 Server Status Page 
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B. Log File page 
 

 
Figure III-2 Log File View Page 
 
 

IV. Items and Rubrics 
 
Scoring on the SGREL scoring platform involves scoring “item responses” to items with rubrics, 
both of which must be defined by platform users.  Note that for some users, an “item response” 
could be a constructed response to an assessment item, while for others it could be a sales call, a 
customer service inquiry or an e-commerce transaction. 
 

A. Items 
 
Each kind of thing that is to be scored on the platform might be considered an “item type”, and 
each specific instance of that item type is defined on the SGREL scoring platform as an “Item”. 
Items refer to a single question for which responses are to be scored.  To facilitate interchange of 
data with other systems (e.g. test delivery systems, test response analytics, etc.), a number of 
attributes are included for items which could identify them on other systems (e.g. located at URL, 
or long and short names); such fields are optional. Such fields are optional.   
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Item management, including adding of new items, takes place on the item management page 
shown below.  On the item management page, the orange-yellow + button can be used to add a 
new item; the red x button can be used to delete an item, and the blue pencil button can be used to 
edit an item.  IF a URL is entered for an item, the presence of a URL is noted by a green URL 
download button and can be used to download a remote PDF or other asset at the universal 
record locator location. 
 

1. Manage Items 
 
The basic item management page illustrating all these controls and the primary item attributes is 
shown below. 
 

 
Figure IV-1 Manage Items Page 
 
Clicking on the yellow + button brings up a modal “add item” window as shown below. 

2. Add Item 
 
The ad item popover is shown in the figure below.  The attributes required include: 
 

• Group ID and User ID are specified for the logged user adding the new operation; they 
cannot be set by the user explicitly. 

• Item name should be descriptive; XT ID can specify an external identifier for the item. 
• Status for the item can be set to:  start, in review, ready and retired. 
• # artifacts can indicate the number of separate files required to deliver the item 
• # questions reflect the number of distinct questions ask. This is normally 1. 
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• Total delivered and total responses are used for statistical purposes and not required.  The 
# delivered can tally counts for payment of copyright fees if applicable. 

• At URL swtich -- if set to yes, can provide a URL that links to a source document for the 
item. 

• Version number is information only.  Same for “as of date” (default set to today). 
• Last update data and time are also defaulted to “now” and optional. 
• Notes is descriptive only. 

 
As you can see, items can be defined with almost no data This primary use for this data in the 
system at present is for inclusion on score reports (e.g. to identify what item is being scored). 

 
Figure IV-2 Add Item Page 

3. Edit Item 
As shown below, the item edit modal window is the same as the add item window. 
 

 
Figure IV-3 Edit Item Page 
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B. Rubrics  
 
Rubrics specify the scoring rules for items scored on the SGREL scoring platform by the 
automated scoring agent.  Rubrics have three Parts: the rubric metadata; the target response 
elements and the scoring formula. Each of these are described below.  The second component of 
the rubric, the TREs, drives the heart of the automated scoring process and is covered more fully 
in the following chapter. 

1. Rubric Metadata 
 
Access to the manage rubrics menu is from the Item & Rubric Mgmt page as shown here: 
 

 
Figure IV-4 Manage Rubrics Menu Page 
 
The full “manage rubrics” capability -- to add, edit or delete rubrics -- is provided from this page.  
As across the system, new rubrics are added with the yellow + button; they are edited with a 
similar popover window from the blue-pencil button, and they are deleted by using the red x 
button.  As before, changes are signaled by highlighting, and not made until after the enabled 
“save changes” green button is active and then clicked.  
 
All primary rubric metadata are shown on this display.  In addition to the rubric name and ID 
number, there is a rubric description and up to seven pairs of sub-score Label values (text) and 
sub-score Cap values (small integers).  In the example above we see this rubric addresses two 
subscores described as “Claim (analogy)” and “Evidence”.   These two subscores are shown to 
have maximum values of 16 and 6.   
 
The image below shows seven rubrics, including rubrics defined with two, three and seven sub-
scores. 
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Figure IV-5 Manage Rubrics Page 
 
The number of sub-scores is indicated in the center column labeled “ss_idx”. Note row four is 3 
and row 3 is 7. The columns for Match Count Min and Match % Min are not used at this time.   
The column just before the “Subscores” column on the right side of the page shows the computed 
number of TREs defined for a rubric; this topic is covered in the TRE chapter which follows this 
one. 
 

2. Add / Edit Rubric Popover 
 
Adding a new rubric and specifying rubric metadata and the final scaled score formula (if any), 
are done using the modal popover window that opens when the yellow + button is checked on the 
manage rubrics page.  
 
Editing an existing rubric and its metadata and final scaled score formula is done on a modal 
popover window with the same layout and fields as used when adding a new rubric.  
 
These identical pages are described below. 
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Figure IV-6 Add / Edit Rubric Page 
 
The primary metadata here that can be entered or edited includes the same short and long name 
fields seen on the manage rubrics page, in addition to the up-to-7 labels and cap values for sub-
scores.  What is new here is a set of optional entries for a final score value and final score 
descriptor based on a “raw score range”. 
 
The lower quadrant of fields for the “final score descriptor” information (which in this response 
web app design could be on the far right of a very wide display) includes one or more rows that 
must define a sequential, increasing set of “bands” or score ranges and provide some text for what 
a score in that band signifies. [See following figure.]  This could be as simple as “Overall score of 
1 on a 3 point scale.” Or something more complex as in the example above, which provide an 
explanation of score zero as “No evidence of recognition or understanding the central underlying 
analogy of the text.” on up to, for a value of 3, “Strong evidence of recognizing and 
understanding the central underlying analogy of the text.” 
 
As covered in more depth in the next chapter, scoring on this platform uses rules, constructed 
using a rubric expression language, that assign score points (small integer values) for concepts 
found in the text that are specified in TREs.  Evidence, claim statements, reasoning or other 
“target elements” are identified via flexible expressions, and if they are found, the scoring engine 
is told to assign a specific number of points for these “match candidates”.  Once all match 
candidates have been identified, TRE attributes such as group numbers and sub-score index 
values dictate how to combine and filter these match candidates across TRE groups and sub-
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scores according to well defined rules, creating a set of “best matches” which are then used to 
calculate the final “sub-scores” and final “raw score” for an item response.   
The final score descriptor is selected based on the where the final raw score falls in the bands 
defined by the set of raw score ranges, and the descriptor associated with that final raw score 
number is used on score reports (as can be sub-score values and indeed every TRE match 
included in the final score.) 
 
A close up view of the portion of this window used to specify and edit the final score ranges and 
descriptors for a rubric is shown in the figure below. 
 

 
Figure IV-7 Edit Rubric Final Scale Score Descriptors 
 
As before, the red x buttons allow range elements to be deleted and the orange + button allows 
new ranges to be defined. 
 
Note that different standard report formats can report sub-scores and raw total scores, or can 
focus on the scaled final score values provided by these ranges, depending on the report selected 
for reporting for a given set of item responses to a particular item-rubric combination. 
 

3. Rubric Target Response Elements 
 
Target response elements are discussed in detail in the next chapter. Examples of a “manage 
TRE” page and an “add TRE” window are included below to provide an overview of the variety 
and complexity of the data used to specify a TRE. 
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Manage TREs presents a TREs for a selected Rubric (or all rubrics) in a scrollable grid, where 
individual TREs can be deleted (red x), selected for edit (blue pencil), or new TREs can be added 
(yellow x) with buttons as for other entities. 
 

 
Figure IV-8 Manage TRE Page Summary 
 
The manage TREs page presents existing TREs based on the drop-down selection list for a 
specific rubric or for all rubrics.  These first five TREs are alternative expressions designed to 
match all or some of the elements of an underlying analogy that a proper claim statement in 
response to this item would cite.  The attributes on each row include the TRE expression (in the 
left-most grey column), followed by a description for the grader and an explanation for the 
student, appropriate for the presence or absence of the target concept this scoring element is 
designed to represent. Other attributes include computed elements such as the number of tretuples 
generated by an existing TRE expression, and attributes set by the rubric author (e.g. tre group 
number, used to group together TREs from which only the best, highest-valued match should be 
selected. Point value (immediately right of the gray columns), and match count minimum, the 
following column, to the right of “point value”, which specifies the number of words in the given 
expression that much be matched for a TRE to be considered as a potential “match candidate” 
during scoring. 
 
The elements presented below are collected for new TREs and are editable by existing TREs in a 
popover window with the layout presented. Some notes on usage follow -- but again, this topic is 
covered in step-by-step detail in the TRE chapter which follows. 
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Figure IV-9 Edit TRE Page Summary 
 
This “Edit TRE” modal window includes a blue button that checks the syntax of the TRE 
expression after it has been entered or edited, and the TRE cannot be saved until the edit for 
proper syntax is successful. When a TRE expression is edited, the blue check button is enabled.  
When successfully edited, the TRE tretuple count value is updated (giving an idea of the 
complexity of the expression) and the “Done” button is enabled. 
 
The yellow button on this phrase allows the TRE author to substitute into the TRE expression 
and TRE Subexpression, something that can be defined elsewhere (again, see next chapter). As an 
example, the entire phrase “<Saeng>” could be defined as a TRE subexpression “(Saeng | author 
| speaker | daughter | narrator)” simplifying its use in multiple TREs. 
 
 
 

4. Rubric Scoring Formula 
 

a) Implicit Scoring Formula 
 
The implicit scoring formula for the SGREL scoring platform is to a) sum all the point values of 
all the “best match” TREs that survived the filter and aggregation processing based upon “TRE 
group number” designations for each TRE; based on meeting match count minimums; and based 
on prioritizing on point value (firstly) and then on “match percent” (only after match count 
minimums have been met), within each sub-score category (ss_idx value specified in the TREs) 
and subject to sub-score cap or maximum values.   
 
This process allows a “raw total score” to be calculated based on the TRE-assigned point values.  
Score reports may value these “sub-score” values by themselves, or on conjunction with (or 
instead using) the final score value described below. 
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b) Final Scoring Formula 
 
 
The final score value is simply a user-specified set of point values defined by a set of score bands 
assigned to the final raw score value from the initial pass at SGREL scoring.  In this way, detailed 
evidence and claim values can be assigned for different sorts of concepts included in an answer, 
and scales can be set for TRE point values in different subscores to achieve whatever relative 
weight might be desired in a final raw score calculation. But in addition to this flexibility, the final 
score value ranges can then be portioned as needed into useful performance bans based on actual 
experience with an assessment, relative difficulty compared with other assessments, relative 
difficulty of individual sub-score constructs, and other factors. 
 
  
 
 

V. Target Response Elements 

A. TRE Groups 
 
In some instances, a scoring formula may want to award different point scores for different 
degrees of correctness -- for example, to give partial credit for a partially correct response, or more 
credit for the best response and somewhat less credit for a lesser response. 
 
In the case of more evidence gets more points, say, or more examples get more credit, a rubric 
may want to simply combine all the credits found into a sub-score total.  But where there is a 
desire to distinguish between partial and full credit, a “TRE group” in the form of a single “TRE 
group number” can be assigned to two or more TREs, each with their own TRE expression.  
Matches by such a group of TREs are first compared to each other, and multiple qualifying 
matches (number of words matched and % match exceed thresholds) from multiple TREs are 
rank ordered, first by point value, then by strength-of match as expressed in the % match value, 
and the “best” of the matches is selected to assign the point value to their common sub-score. 
 
An example:  
 
For the rubric with rubric id 1 in the demo database for the asap item, item id 3, there are six 
TREs with tre_ss_idx = 1 (sub score 1, for Claim) and tre_group_no = 1, meaning that only one 
of those six TREs will be counted toward the sub-score for strength of claim.  Further, there point 
values for the six TREs are 16, 12, 8 and 4 (with two having 8 and two having 16 point values).  
The higher point values have longer expressions and higher match count minimums that require a 
more robust statement of the underlying analogy that is central the best answer.  These at the 
most robust require reference to a) Saeng; b) the Hibiscus; c) comparison or relation between the 
two; and d) adaptation. The lowest scores accept observations about  either Saeng or the hibiscus, 
and some notion of adaptation, growth or struggle. 
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This rubric has six different evidence TRE group numbers; and some phrases -- like ways in which 
the flower in the new country is like the one back home -- were designed to accept any of three 
examples of similarity expressed in the short story.   All have the same TRE group number, so at 
most one point is awarded for citing evidence of similarity; other evidentiary points are similarly 
supported by multiple TREs but limit the credit for a specific kind of evidence to a single point as 
stated in the English language rubric for the item. 
 
Note well: future versions of the UI (manage_tres page) should allow not just selection of TRE by 
rubric, but sorting by tre_group_no (or other attributes), and filtering + sorting by sub-score 
(tre_ss_idx). Near term, changing the sort to use the tre_seqn field, not the tre_id, will allow user 
more control and ability to see related TREs on the same page.  Also, we need a tre report -- or 
simple “export tre to xlsx” (currently done with SQL). 

B. TRE sub-expressions 
 
In developing the TRE expressions for identifying concepts required to describe the analogy in the 
story for the Winter Hibiscus item, item 3 in the demo database, many TREs require common 
sub-expressions -- for identifying Saeng, or the Hibiscus, or the idea of an analogy, to cite three 
examples. 
 
This is facilitated by the ability to define a subexpression -- say “Saeng”, as “(Saeng | author | 
speaker | daughter | narrator)”, and then use <Saeng> in the TRE expression composition 
window.  
 
TRE subexpressions, accessible by fellow group members, are composed and edited in the 
manage TRE Subexpressions page, under Item & Rubric Management of the main menu. 
 

 
Figure V-1 Manage TRE Subexpression Menu 
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As with other object management pages, this page allows TRE Subexpressions to be added (with 
the yellow + button), edited (with the blue pencil buttons) and deleted with the red x buttons.  
When edit changes are pending, edited elements are highlighted in blue and pending deletes in 
red. New rows are also highlighted, and the Save Changes button is enabled, as shown below. 

 
Figure V-2 Manage TRE Subexpression - Pending Changes 
   
 
In the figure above there are  above, there is a delete pending for the row mostly highlighted in 
red, and a change pending for row 23 where the row ID column is tinted blue.  The row at the 
top, highlighted with yellow, and with no value (yet) in the “updated at” column, is a new 
addition. The top left “Save Changes” button will save all three kinds of changes and refresh the 
list of tre subexpressions. 

VI. Item – Response Associations 
 
Scoring items requires creating items and rubrics, and then associating them with each other.  
Such an association is an “item-response association” or IRA.  By creating the ira as a 
relationship, we can score item responses with different rubrics that measuring different things. 
For the original research project, I scored a set of responses with both a “claim + evidence” rubric 
for argumentation, and then could scored the same responses with a rubric designed to identify 
seven kinds of narrative elements requested by the item instructions -- things like “lessons we can 
learn from …” and “how is HT like the followers… and how is she different”, etc.  called a 
“seven narrative elements” rubric.   
 
Once an item - rubric association is defined, when scoring a response to an item, the user is given 
a choice of available rubrics to use or scoring -- that is, if more than one is available.  Otherwise, 
the only available rubric available is assumed.  
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Scoring is the first stage at which rubric - item associations come into play. When reviewing 
scoring and reporting capabilities, keep in mind the underlying IRA required for scoring to be 
done. 
 
IRAs are managed with a “Manage Item - Response Associations” menu choice with the usual 
grid organization allowing new IRAs to be created or existing IRAs to be edited or deleted, as 
shown below. 

 
Figure VI-1 Manage Item-Rubric Associations 
 
Creating a new IRA allows the user to select the item from one dropdown list and the rubric from 
another, as shown below (after pressing the yellow x button). 
 
To add new IRAs, a user must have available, un-associated items and rubrics to assign to each 
other. In the figure below there is one available item and two available rubrics. Both rubrics are 
listed on the right; to add an association, select one of the two rubrics and click “Done”. (the 
second is selected below). Back at the manage iras page, you must press “Save Changes” or 
nothing will be changed. 
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Figure VI-2 Add Item-Rubric Associations 
 

VII. Upload and Process Documents, Calls, or Item Responses 
 
Once items are defined and rubrics have been created, item responses can be scored.   
 
First, we will walk through pasting in and scoring an item response right on the web page. Next 
we will load a document from the disk to score.  

A. Single item loading, score and reporting 
 

1. Single item loading 
 
First we will navigate to the upload and process a document page.  Second we will directly enter 
and score an item response -- or two -- to demonstrate the scoring system and one of the existing 
rubrics in the demo database.  
 
From the main menu, navigate to “Source Mgmt -> Upload and process a document” as shown 
in the next figure.  In the text file name, enter something like “Demo Response 181212 01 Harrys 
free form text.txt”.  
 
In the enter text here box, enter “The author concluded the story as she did to underscore the 
analogy between the winter hibiscus in the title and Saeng, the immigrant girl would also adapt 
and survive in her new found home.  The flower in her new country had petals and the fragrance 
of the flower from her home. Despite not being as pretty as the Hibiscus in Vietnam, the smell 
told her it was the same flower. Somehow it could survive here in the cold winters, and she would 
find a way to survive as well.” 
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Figure VII-1 Load and Process (a Single) Document Page 
 
With the page now containing your answer such as shown below and remember - select item 3 (in 
this example, or some item) from the drop down!   As of version 1.28, you can also associate a 
loaded document with a specific item response author / creator (irac), which might be a student, a 
CSR or whoever generated the actual speech or text you are scoring (this is an optional 
association).  In academic applications, item responses are associated with students / candidates, 
whereas in training / coaching and call center environments the calls being scored are from CSRs 
or other employee types. 
 
Keep in mind that in production systems, artifacts to score will be loaded in a bulky, typically in a 
batch mode, perhaps pulling data from an IVR, CRM or other sales force management / call 
center related technology component.  
 
The “upload” page, or the page which allows an individual artifact to be uploaded into the system 
for scoring, is shown in the next figure.   Processing of that artifact (whether auto-transcribing 
audio to text and then parsing that into a conversation, or uploading a docx or text file directly -- 
or even pasting in text from a web form or other source) results in the creation of an scorable 
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artifact (or “ir” -- item response, in the parlance of this platform, or call or whatever) and is 
assigned a unique id and other attributes.  
 

 
Figure VII-2 - Text field Entry on Upload Page 
 
The result should be something like this on completion: 
 

 
Figure VII-3 Upload File / Text Processing Complete 
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2. Single Item Scoring 
 
Reloading the page will allow loading or entering another item to score.    Instead of using the 
blue botton, navigate to the item response review (ir_review) page under Source Mgmt ->Review 
Item Response Data, and select “3:Winter Hibiscus ASAP” from the selection box under the 
column headed with “Item id” as shown in the next figure (if you are following the example; 
point is you selected the “item” that described the kind of document you wanted to score, and on 
the review page you again want to select it from documents that are an instance of that document 
you defined earlier. 
 

 
Figure VII-4 Navigate to Review Item Response Data 
 
With item 3: Winter Hibiscus ASAP showing in the drop down selection list, the page should 
show a view of the 1700+ item 3 responses in the demo database. Use the “>>|” skip to end 
button and you should have the final 20 (or 5 or whatever you choose in the “max rows” control 
on the top)  in the item response data set for item3. 
 
Scrolling to the last item should reveal the item response just processed.  In the page below, you 
can see that the item response was loaded as it was entered, assigned a  “file name” as entered, 
and shows a word count of 87, a sentence count of 4 and a paragraph count of 1.  The itemresp_id 
assigned is (in this example) 14225 per the figure below.  
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Figure VII-5 Navigate to Final Row to See Item Response 
 
The final row in the table shown above contains the item response just entered. Note that by 
scrolling and expanding the text in the far right “IR text” column you can see and verify the 
upload of the entire response. 
 
The next step is to click the “go” button on the left hand end of the bottom row, which brings you 
to an individual item response scoring page for this item response.  The IRA selection box across 
the top of the item-rubric association info area shows item 3, rubric 1, as this is the only rubric 
associated with this item id -- otherwise you’d be able to switch to a different rubric.  Note the 
URL here also shows the item response id and “ir_score” as the page name (see below). 
 
Also note you can adjust the width of the screen to rearrange the controls for easier viewing. 
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Figure VII-6 Show IR Score Page for a Single Item Response  
 
This item is not yet scored, but the rubric is selected and there are two choices: enter human 
scores (blue button) or auto score only (green button).  When re-scoring there will be more 
choices as a result of existing automated or manual scores:  “show previous scores”, “show / add 
manual scores”, and below the “current score” section, a red “delete auto/human scores” button 
to erase all existing scores for the selected item response / ira (item-rubric association) 
combination. 
 
This IRA specifies “summary scoring only”” so let’s enter a human score -- 16 for a complete and 
correct for the claim, and 3 for evidence (citing evidence that flower is the same flower (fragrance 
and petals), but that flower is different not as pretty and could survive in the winters).  As the 
initial claim statement and final statement make reference to work and struggle, lets score that 3 
points of evidence for a total score of 19, and compare that to the automated score. 
 
Clicking the blue button brings up the human scoring popover window shown in the next figure. I 
have entered the 16 and 3 claim and evidence scores; the next choice is to simply record the 
human scores (blue button) or record them and also auto-score the result (green button). We will 
click the green button. 
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Figure VII-7 Human Summary Scoring Popover Window 
 
 
The scoring complete message then appears: 
 

 
Figure VII-8 Item Response Scoring Complete Message 
 

3. Single Item Reporting 
 
The Green “Score reports…” button is the next logical choice. This button opens a modal 
window for generating reports as shown below. 
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Figure VII-9 Get Reports for IRA Page (Modal Window) 
 
This popover window heading is “Last scored Item Response for this Item” (see above).   
 
Implicit in this statement is the identity of the selected IRA, rubric and item id / names listed 
across the page just above these words.  This modal window puts the most recently scored item 
response first, with older item responses listed below in the order scored, from newest to oldest.  
Date / time scored is shown in the “Scored at” column. Item responses that are associated with 
this IRA that have not been scored (either manually or by the software) are listed among these 
entries but have “N/A” in the respective (manual or automated) final score descriptor column.  
 
The top row indicates that most recently scored artifact (for this IRA) for which a report can be 
requested. Notice that on this listing all the choices are for item responses for a specific item id 
and scored with a specific rubric.  In this case it is for a specific Item-Rubric Association between 
item 3 responses and scored by Rubric 1.  For this item response association, there are three 
responses listed in this figure that have been scored so far.  Of the three, the top row is the most 
recent and the item response we just scored.  
 
From this page it is possible to generate any report for the scoring of any item response for the 
item id and rubric id that are grouped into this ira (item-response association). 
 
Not only can all the different reports be requested here for any response in the group, but the top 
right button for “Full IRA report” will generate a report using any available report format for 
every scored item in a single xlsx file.  
 
On an individual item response row, you can see and compare the “final scaled scores” for both 
human and automated scoring if available, plus you can see the date / time scored and can 
request any individual report (report for an individual item response) or any prior version of the 
report generated under prior versions of the rubric (unless the group admin has chosen to remove 
them).  Old reports are selectable by date / time generated and report format name. 
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Selecting an individual report for the new item response is shown in the figure below. Two report 
formats are recommended: SA61 and SA71.  The sa62/sa72 report formats show detail human 
scores associated to individual sentences in the response, but since these item responses for this 
item were "summary score” by humans, no such human scoring detail is available, so the report 
formats offer more blank space but no additional data than on the sa61/sa71 which are more 
compact.   The automated scoring is built from detail that is always tied into the item response at 
specific sentences, so there is no difference there between the sa6X and sa7X reports. 
 
The report format sa6X is more a user-oriented, results and meaning report whereas the sa7X 
report contains full detail on the underlying scoring decisions -- particularly useful in debugging 
TREs or documenting and justifying scoring decisions. The sa 7X reports are more of a “scoring 
data dump” and are not yet easily digestible for the untrained / students, CSRs and others being 
scored. 
 

 
Figure VII-10 Report Choice Dropdown for IRA 1 (i3r1) 
 
 
Reporting options are as follows: format (with content focused on how the details of the matching 
decisions -- what tretuples were the best matches, who normalized word tokens were matched, 
versus what did the matches for particular TREs mean, in terms of point values and scoring 
feedback) and support for human scores that are either entered at a summary level or for those 
associated with specific sentences. A two-by-two matrix shown in the figure below indicates how 
the report names map to these two formats and data content expectations. 
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Figure VII-11 Detail Score Report: sa6x and sa7x Options 
 
Given the sample item response just loaded was for the demo ira (item-rubric-association) for 
item 3 using rubric 1, this ira was set up for “summary human scoring”. With an average of only 
five sentences per response, the location of a specific claim or evidentiary point was less a focus 
on the feedback (and is expected to be largely self-evident).  This indicates that the two reports 
most useful for this sample item response are the sa61 and sa71 reports. These two report 
examples are shown in the paragraphs which follow. 
 

4. The sa71 report:  Scoring Detail Report  
 
The results of scoring the sample item response with the demo rubric with rubric_id of 1 using the 
sa71 report format is described section by section and shown in the figures below.  The complete 
xlsx file for this score report is named  

sa71-ItemID_3-ItemRespID_14226-IraID_1-2018-12-14_07-51-33.xlsx 

and located in the associated file repository identified on the first page of this report.  This report 
name includes the format and support for summary manual scoring (sa71) which indicates this 
will have all the details of the automated scoring included in the  report body. 
 
The sa71 report has three sections: 

• Item response information, 

• Automated scoring information, and  

• Item response sentences. 
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a) Sa71 Item Response Information Content and Layout 
 
The sa71 Item Response Information Section begins the report for a given response with basic 
item response metadata and attributes: 

• In a blue area, item response attributes including status, word count, sentence count, 
paragraph count, original score, file name and location;  

• in some cases, in the green area, there may be (if available) historical scoring information 
for the response by other rubrics, systems or processes (identified as sh1, sh2, sh3, ss1 and 
sm1);  

• final scaled score scores and descriptors, if available, for both human (manual) and 
automated scores if such scoring has been completed and recorded.  Human score data is 
on a brown background and automated score data is on a purple background. 

• Four vertical sections underneath the summary scoring data: 

o Subscore Labels (light orange, under “scoring summary” heading) 

o Manual scoring, subscore totals and max, for each category / label (light brown) 

o Automated scoring, subscore totals and max, for each category / label (purple) 

o Three rows showing the item, rubric and ira id’s and names. 
 
This first section of the sa71 score report is shown in the figure below. 
 

 
Figure VII-12 sa71 Score Report Pt 1 IR Metadata & FSSs 
 

b) Sa71 Item Response Automated Scoring Match Detail 
 
The sa71 Item Automated Scoring Match Detail Section is wide and shown in two parts below.  
There is one line in this section for each “best match” that the automated scoring system assigned 
and used during scoring.  The two images below appear in the  report side-by-side as a single wide 
array.  The data in this section includes: 
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• A blue shaded section heading area; 

• A pink shaded row of column headings;  

• For each row: 

o A sequence number counting all the best matches; 

o The best match table key (irbm_id) 

o The associated sentence id (irsen_id) 

o The Associated TRE id (tre_id) 

o The TRE’s tretuple id for the specific tretuple expansion that made the match 
(tretuple_id) 

o Other TRE attributes for the TRE that matched, including group number, match count 
attained, match count minimum, match count percent, tre_group name, tre value, and 

o The actual cleaned version of the tretuple text -- sequence of word tokens -- that were 
matched to the subject sentence; and 

o The TRE’s explanation indicating the target concept and rationale 
 
Of all these fields, the key items are a) the tret_clean, or tretuple text (token string) to show what 
matched to the target sentence; the m_cnt or match count and the mcm or match count 
minimum, and how these compare, and how they compare to the number of tokens in the 
tret_clean and (in the next section) the words in the sentence matched by the irsen_id value on the 
same row as this match. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure VII-13 sa71 Score Report Pt 2 Match Details 
 

c) Sa71 Item Response Sentence Detail 
 
The sa71 Item Response Sentence Detail Section shows the item response sentence-by-sentence, 
as parsed by the scoring engine, and with “original text” and “normalized” or “cleaned” text for 
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each sentence.  This complete listing of the item response data by sentence, with associated 
sentence_id values, allows the tretuple matches identified by TRE (tre_id) and item response 
sentence (irsen_id) in the prior section, to be examined in detail by comparing the “cleaned” 
tretuple string with the “cleaned” sentence string of the matching sentence identified, to assess if 
the match is working (in terms of grouping, filtering and match count minimums and such, as 
desired.  
 
Seen in it’s full width, this third and final section of the sa71 report is shown below. 
 

 
Figure VII-14 sa71 Score Report Pt 3 Sentence Details 
 
However, to appreciate the reveal of how the free form text entered by the examinee might 
compare with the “normalized” version of the text (by being compared to the normalized version 
of the tretuples shown in the prior sa71 report section), a larger versio of the left and right sides 
shown above are included below. 
 

 
Figure VII-15 sa71 Score Report Pt 3 Sentence Details - Zoomed 
 

5. The sa61 report:  End User Scoring Detail Report  
 
The sa61report is similar to the sa71 report but is more focused on diagnostic information and 
does not reveal, or have the clutter, of the details about how the automation decided to score 
specific sentences.   
 
Rather, the sa61report contains three sections: 
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•  Item response information (the same as on sa71);  

• Automated scoring information (without “tretuple” details but showing the tre explanation 
/ feedback); and  

• The item response presented as free-form text for easy reference.  

 
This report provides the minimum essential information to document the automated score results, 
and includes the summary human scoring information (if any has been applied to this item 
response).  
 
The first two sections of the report are quite similar, with the second section removing tretuple-
specific data from the automated scoring data, but leaving the explanations for why each “best 
match” tre ended up contributing to the score and how.  Further the specific way the scoring 
engine parsed the response into sentences is not presented, but rather the entire response is 
included as the third section of the report.   
 
The entirety of the sa61 report for this item response created during this demo is shown in the 
figure below. 

 
Figure VII-16 sa61 Score Report - All 3 Sections 
 
The report itself can be found in the file: 

sa61-ItemID_3-ItemRespID_14226-IraID_1-2018-12-14_07-51-30.xlsx 
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6. The sa72 and sa62 Reports - Differences from sa71 and sa61 
 
The sa72 and sa62 reports differ from their sa71 and sa61 counterparts only by having an 
additional third section added between section 2, which contains automated scoring information, 
and what was section 3. Section 3 in the case of sa72 was a listing of the item response that was 
scored in a sentence-by-sentence, raw and cleaned versions side-by-side format.  In the case of 
sa71, section three contained a free-form version of the original scored text for reference.  
 
A view of the new section 3 for sa71 and sa61 is presented in the next two figures. Again, full 
forms of the sample reports can be found on the image repository for this report or generated by 
the user accounts on the demo site at CogWrite.ai. 
 
Also note in, the final example, that if an sa62 report is generated for an item scored with 
summary human scoring, the new “human scoring” section that lists all the sentences is 
suppressed as superfluous since ira’s with this attribute (summary manual scoring only) set have 
no human score data associated with specific sentences. 
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a) Sa72 New Section 3 - Manual Scoring Detail 
 
The figure below shows content from report 
  sa72-ItemID_5-ItemRespID_3503-IraID_2-2018-12-01_23-30-12.xlsx. 
 

 
Figure VII-17 sa72 New Section 3 (Manual Scores) 
Note human scoring decision for each sub-score by sentence are highlighted in the report above. 
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b) Sa62  New Section 3 - Manual Scoring Detail 
 
The figure below shows content from report 
  sa62-ItemID_5-ItemRespID_3503-IraID_2-2018-12-09_19-47-20.xlsx 

 
Figure VII-18 sa62 New Section 3 (Manual Scores) 
. 
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c) Sa62 Section 3 for Manual Scoring Details When N/A 
 
The figure below shows content from report 
  sa62-ItemID_3-ItemRespID_14226-IraID_1-2018-12-15_07-23-28.xlsx 
 
Note that this report was for an item response that is part of an ira group with manual summary 
scoring only, and the report includes section 3 to show human scoring detail.  But Since human 
scoring details being absent contrast directly with the function of this software to print the detailed 
human scores (which are not recorded), in lieu of the new section three a message is printed to 
indicate that this detail human scoring is not available for this item response / ira. 
 

 
 
Or more clearly: 
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B. Batch Scoring 

 
Figure VII-19 Batch Scoring in Process 
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C. Batch loading / importing  
 
 
TBD 
 
 

VIII. Score Reporting 
 
Prototype versions of the desired scoring reports are presented in the figures below. Existing 
scoring capabilities store all the data necessary to format and build these and many other report 
formats that could contain valuable scoring details and diagnostic feedback on scored assessment 
items. 
 
 

 
Figure VIII-1 Sample One - Score and Feedback 
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Figure VIII-2 Sample Two - Score and Feedback 


